Dear Ms Lee:

I am concerned about Justice. Friday night before a contentious Tulsa rally someone (General Barr and the President each blame the other) removed Attorney Berman from the Southern District of NY office trying to replace him with their hack Commissioner Clayton. This is reminiscent of the move that put the CFPB into the hands of Mr Mulvaney which similarly resulted in a day of dueling directors and the firing of Mr Comey which was blamed on General Sessions and Mr Rosenstein. Attorney Berman had convicted one of the President’s personal lawyers and was investigating another making him among the most likely people to be filing charges next year in the shocking array of corruption perpetrated by this President.

Please assure me that you will defund this corrupt Justice Department and impeach General Barr.

I am very proud to be a US resident and a large part of that derives from the promise of equal justice.

Sincerely,

Eric Babson